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* Freeways remain crippled as the
process to rebuild begins in earnest

• 530 residents have been treated
at Southland hospitals since Mon.

L.A. disheveled, dispirited
Cal State
Northridge
a study in
disaster

By James Anderson

By Lisa M. Hansen

Assodoted Piess

Region is
bereft of
everyday
necessities

tally Setoff W iiter

California State University-Northridge, located
within a mile of the
epicenter of the 6.6-inagnitude quake that rocked
Southern California, suf
fered major damage.
But CSU officials on
Tuesday said it could have
been a lot worse. No in « i f
I’M * I
juries were reported on
campus — even though
■I t %
more than 150 domi resi
dents were there for the
university’s winter session.
When students ofTicially
return on Jan. 31 for spring '■1 w
semester, they will find two
floors of a science building
gutted by a chemical fire, a
collapsed libraiy roof and a
four-story, 2,400-space
parking structure nearly
demolished.
Heavy demolition
See NORTHRIDGE, page 7
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equipment is used to tear down part of the Santa Monica (10) Freeway Tuesday. Part of the freeway collapsed
after a violent Southern California earthquake M onday / Associated Press courtesy of San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune

Life now
an arduous
struggle to
pick up
the pieces
By James Anderson

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES —
Under skies as bright and
blue as ever. Southern
Californians confronted a
changed world Tuesday.
The defining features of
this region’s life — water,
power and freeways —
were suddenly uncertain.
In their place: long lines,
hellish commutes and con
stant earthquake after
shocks.
A 16th body was found
inside a flattened apartment
building
in
N orth rid g e, n ea r the
epicenter of Monday’s
pow erful e a rth q u a k e ,
bringing the death toll from
the quake to 34.
“The days ahead will
also be rough for us,”
Mayor Richard Riordan
warned Angelenos, even as
he praised them for a coolheaded response to the
crisis. “Let’s all stick
together.”
A snapshot of a region in
crisis Tuesday:
• Many offices, schools
and stores were closed, and
workers were urged to stay
home. The closure of four of
th e n a tio n ’s b u s ie s t
freeways still made com
muting a finstrating ad
venture.
• Aftershocks, some as

___

LOS ANGELES — For
perhaps the first time ever.
Egg McMuffins were con
sidered high cuisine.
The thirsty boiled water
on barbecues, the cold
shopped for sleeping bags,
the empty cruised for
gasoline and the hungry
sw arm e d h a m b u rg e r
stands.
Mostly, people waited in
line.
A d a y a f t e r an
earthquake shook Southern
California and beyond, resi
dents of the hardest-hit
areas tried to adapt to life
without its basic comforts.
As the ground oc
casionally swayed from
aftershocks Tuesday, some
30 people waited patiently
in line outside a Hughes
supermarket. They were at
the San Fernando Valley
grocery to stock up on those
provisions inside the store
that hadn’t been destroyed
m the earthquake.
See LIFE, page 6

See QUAKE, page 6
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• Are we ready?
Taking a look atSI.O's
blueprint for disaster
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• 'Scared to death'
Poly students, in San Luis
Obispo and places .south,
were rattlwl — physically
and emotionallv / PAGE
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• Geology of It all
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\ Poly professor says,

geologically speaking,
Monica G arcia warms a pot of milk over a fire at Receda Park M onday after her family fled their apartment in the wake of an
early morning earthquake in the Los Angeles area / Associated Press courtesy of San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune

Monday was nothing special
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Inman withdraws from defense race

13

Retired admiral speaks of ‘modern McCarthyism,’ conspiracy

42 s c h t K )l days remaining in winter quarter.
TODAY^S WEATHER: Patchy m o rning coastal fog, otherwise sunny

By Tom Raum

Associoted Piess

WASHINGTON — Retired Adm. Bobby Inman
withdrew on Tuesday as defense secretary nominee,
Expected high/low: 7 5 / 4 3 Tuesday's high/low: 83 / 38
saying he was “distressed and distracted” by attacks on
his character and reputation. President Clinton accepted
TO DAY
the surprise withdrawal and began a fresh search to fill
the post Les Aspin is soon to leave.
• ASl Board o f Directors meeting, 7 p.m. — U.U. 220
The Texas businessman, a former deputy CIA director,
• WriterSpeak Readings — Santa Cruz fiction writer Ran
accused
his critics of “modern McCarthyism.”
Hiuisen — 7 p.rn., U.U. 203
He lashed out at the news media and accused New
York Times columnist William Safire and Senate
TH U R SD A Y
Republican leader Bob Dole of plotting to undermine his
nomination.
• Poly students' grief support meeting, Psychological
“I did not want this job,” Inman, 62, said in a rambling
Services Group Room, 10:30 a.m. — 544-2266
hour-long news conference in Austin, Texas. “I’m at peace
• Multi-Cultural Center re-opening celebration, U.U. Plaza,
with myself.”
11 a.m.
“He’s probably not qualified to be secretary of defense
if he has fantasies like that,” Dole said in a speech to a
• Physics Colloquium, "Reinventing Introductory Physics,"
business group in Columbia, S.C.
Science E-45, 11:00 a.m.
Clinton accepted Inman’s decision “with regret.”
“While I understand the personal considerations that
U P C O M IN G
have led you to this decision, I am nevertheless saddened
• "Speed the Plow," Centerpoint Theatre Group, Jan. 21,
that our nation will be denied your service,” Clinton told
him in a brief letter.
265-P South St., 8 p.m. — tickets: 546-4908
“It’s better that he bail out now ... than to hang in
• Planned Parenthood candlelight vigil marking the anniver
there and do a terrible job,” said Rep. Patricia Schroeder,
sary o f Roe vs. Wade, Jan. 22, Mission Plaza, 4 p.m.
D-Colo., a member of the House Armed Services Commit
(candles available)
tee.
• "Speed the Plow," Centerpoint Theatre Group, Jan. 22,
Aspin announced in December that he was stepping
down in January.
265-1* South St., 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. — tickets: 546-4908
Kathleen deLaski, Aspin’s press secretary, said it was
• financial aid workshop, Jan. 23, Cuesta College, 2:15 p.m.
not
yet clear how long Aspin would stay on the job. “He’ll
(presented by Cuesta staff)
do what the White House wants him to do,” she said.
• Financial aid workshop, Jan. 23, Cuesta College, 2:45p.m .
Among those mentioned for the defense post at the
(presented by Cal Poly staff)
time of the Aspin resignation were deputy defense
secretary William Perry, CIA Director James Woolsey
• Financial aid workshop, Jan. 23, Cuesta College, 3:00 p.m.
and Norman Augustine, who runs the defense contractor
(in Spanish by Cuesta staff)
Martin-Marietta Corp.
• Centerpoint 1 heatre Group holding auditions for "Fences,"
Possibilities from Capitol Hill include former
Jan. 24, Community Room, San Luis Obispo City/County
Republican Sen. Warren Rudman of New Hampshire,
Library, 6 p.m. — 546-4908
Democratic Rep. John Murtha of Pennsylvania, the chair
• Writing skills workshop, "Writing About Literature," Jan. 25,
man of the Appropriations subcommittee on defense, and
Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia, the chairman of the Armed
Room 10-111, 11 a.m.
Services Committee.
• Peace Corps seminar, " Fhe Adventure of a Lifetime," 3 p.m.,
White House Communications Director Mark Gearan
Jan. 25, U.U. 219 - 7 5 6 - 5 0 1 7
said a choice of a successor is “not imminent.” Clinton has
• Last day to request credit/no credit — Jan. 25
done “preliminary work. He wants to talk to some
• Peace C'orps information booth, Jan. 25-27, U.U. Plaza
people,” Gearan said.
• Non-denominational C'hristian "Pniise Fire," west o f Avila
Inman, a retired four-star admiral, had been expected
Beach Pier, 7:00 p.m. — 773-3018
to face questions about his private-sector dealings with
• Priority filing deadline for 1994-95 Financial Aid — Mar. 2
the defense industry in confirmation hearings scheduled
Agenda Items: c/o Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 226, Cal Poly 93407 — Fax: 756-6784
for next week. In addition, he was expected to be asked

and clear; variable winds to 15 tnph.
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At Woodstock’s, our
Pizza is more than Pizza,
it's an Artistic Masterpiece.

;

about his failure to pay Social Security taxes for a domes
tic helper. He recently paid about $6,000 in back taxes.
“I’m simply not prepared to pay the current cost of
public service in distortion of my record,” Inman said.
In his letter to Clinton Inman apologized for “letting

"There were reports that if Senator Dole
would turn up the heat on my nomination that
Satire would turn up the heat on Whitewater
development."
Bobby Inman

Form er Defense Secretary Nominee
"He's probably not qualified to be secretary of
defense if he has fantasies like that."
Robert Dole

Senate M inority Leader
you down.”
He said he was being bombarded daily with “rush-tojudgment distortions of my record, my character and my
reputation.”
At his news conference, Inman said: “I decided if I was
this distressed and distracted ... it was better to make a
decision now.”
Inman contended columnist Safire had been out to get
him for more than a decade. He suggested the New York
Times writer had agreed to write columns criticizing
Clinton’s investment in a controversial Arkansas real es
tate development if Dole in turn took a more critical view
of Inman’s nomination for the Pentagon job.
“There were reports, which both will probably deny,
that there was a trade between Mr. Safire and Senator
Dole,” Inman said. “That if Senator Dole would turn up
the heat on my nomination that Safire would turn up the
heat on Whitewater development.”
Dole denied the allegation. Nancy Nielsen, a spokes
woman for The New York Times, said Inman’s
withdrawal and news conference “came as news to us. We
are looking into everything he said, and it will take us a
while to reconstruct the incidents he said took place.”
Inman said “there is no daylight” between himself and
Clinton on defense policy. He said he became discouraged
after early favorable reviews of his selection “began to
shift pretty fast.”
His resignation letter was dated Jan. 8. Inman said he
withheld it because of the death of Clinton’s mother and
did not deliver it to the White House until last Friday.
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$1 Well Drinks
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Kill the Keg
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Senate OKs ethnic studies
M inor curriculum needs approval of Baker, Munitz
By Silas Lyons and
Katit Portillo
Daly Stoff

After months of debate, Cal
Poly’s Academic Senate voted to
adopt curriculum for an ethnic
studies minor on Tuesday.
The resolution, which passed
the senate with only one dissent
ing vote, is the first step in three
levels of approval that must be
met to bring the minor to cam
pus. Approval must come from
President Warren Baker and
finally, California State Univer
sity Chancellor Barry Munitz.
“It sends an accepting mes
sage to students,” said Liura
Freberg, Ethnic Studies Advisory
Committee chair. “A message
that says: ‘Everyone is welcome
here’ — and that’s important to
this campus.”
Before Tuesday’s vote, Cal
Poly was one of only two univer
sities in the CSU system which
did not have an ethnic studies
minor. CSU-San Marcos is now
the only one who has not taken
steps to adopt such curriculum.
Freberg said although the
vote was overwhelmingly in
favor of the minor, some of those

who voted for it had some reser
vations.
“Most people supported the
program outright,” she said.
“Those that didn’t felt it was in
evitable that it would pass, and
today they voiced their cautions
and concerns.”
Before the vote, agribusiness
associate professor William
Amspacher said he would vote
yes but hoped faculty teaching
ethnic studies classes would be
careful to stick close to the
course’s material, minimizing
personal opinions.
“I’m all for the program — I
voted for it,” Amspacher said. “I
don’t want too much on the (ra
cial) evils of the past rather than
concentrating on m aterials
presented in the class.”
He emphasized his remarks
were not directed specifically
towards ethnic studies, but were
relevant to any new academic
program.
Associate professor of English
John Hampsey said he didn’t
think total objectivity could be
expected from faculty in any field
of study.
“All teachers are subject to

bias,” he said. “I hope all
teachers do this — at least let
(the students) know where you’re
coming from.”
Freberg said the minor was
driven by student support.
“This was basically a student
initiative all along,” she said.
“The students’ energy made the
difference for us and we’re glad
we could give something back.”
African-American Student
Union President Kwame Reed
said 'Tuesday he felt the passage
of the resolution sent a positive
message for the campus.
“I think it’s great,” he said. “A
big step has finally been taken to
give the school a better base and
understanding about different
(ethnic) backgrounds.”
Freberg said she was not
surprised at the minor’s passage.
“We were optimistic when we
came in today,” she said. “But
the senate is the senate and you
never know until the vote.”
The only dissenting voter
refused to give his name or com
ment after the meeting about his
vote.

Multi-Cultural Center finds new home
Four-day grand o p en in g celeb ration to in clu d e d a n cers, sp e e c h e s
By Elayne S. Takemoto

Daily Arts Editor

After two quarters of moving
and planning, Cal Poly’s MultiC ultural Center is finally
celebrating its grand opening
this week with events planned
through Friday.
“The purpose of the grand
opening ... is to celebrate cul
tural diversity and share in the
festivities and ideals of multiculturalism,” said MCC coordinator
Shirley Ai'ceo.
The celebration will include
A frican drum m ing, guest
speakers, an art exhibit and
slideshow and open poetry read
ings.
On Thursday, cultural dances
by Ballet Folklórico, Filipino Cul
tural Exchange, Chinese Student
Association and Grupo Folklórico
Imagen y Espiritu will be per
formed at 11 a.m. in the Univer
sity Union Plaza.
At noon, dancers will proceed
up the U.U. steps to the new cen
ter, where Vice President for
Academic Affairs Robert Koob
will initiate the MCC blessing

and ribbon-cutting ceremony.
The MCC’s new facility is lo
cated in office space previously
occupied by Rec Sports.
The center moved from its
previous one-room location next
to the Student Life and Activities
on the second floor of the U.U.
The MCC won the bid for the
space in May over Student Com
munity Services and the Week of
Welcome committee, who also
sought larger office spaces. SCS
now occupies the MCC’s old of
fice.
“It allows us a larger space so
we can have activities and
programs in the center,” Arceo
said.
The new facility includes com
puters, private office space and a
central meeting area for all stu
dent clubs and organizations.
“Because we have computers
and desks, the quality of our
events has risen,” Arceo said.
New desktop publishing equipment has assisted the center
in its production of “Specti-um,”
Cal Poly’s ethnic stu d en t
newspaper. Several international

and cultural magazines and
newspapers also are available at
the center.
Programming for the open
house was jointly organized by
the MCC and Speakers Forum
and Fine Arts — two divisions of
Program Board.
“Our present budget is small,
so we have to look for qualified
and talented people who have a
sympathetic ear to the univer
sity,” said Program Board intern
Randy Warren. The gjioups and
speakers will receive a small
honorarium for their participa
tion.
Warren said many of the
speakers plan to donate their
honorarium back into the MultiCultural Center.
“There’s a real commitment
that’s being displayed by the
university itself to advance the
Multi-Cultural Center,” Warren
said.
Warren said the joint efforts
and funding between the state
and ASI has fostered a larger
and more effective center.

Senate resolution would support trimesters
By Silas Lyons and
Katie Portillo

Daily Staff

Cal Poly’s long-debated calen
dar system came before the
Academic Senate 'Tuesday —
where its controversial history
continued, forcing it to be put on
hold for further discussion.
Opinions on the resolution to
switch to a trimester system —
for which Cal Poly President
Warren Baker has lobbied openly
— were rampant at the meeting.
The switch would not be im
plemented until fall 1997, Senate
Chair Jack Wilson said.
Trimesters would involve
three equal terms running yearround, according to the resolu
tion. The terms would last 14
weeks, with the 15th reserved for
finals.
Wilson, representing Baker at
the meeting, said the president
espouses trimesters because they
would “offer opportunities for

faculty to spend more time in
courses and labs.”
Baker recently has pushed for
the senate to return a decision to
him within the month. But 'Tues
day’s failure to complete a first
reading may jeopardize that
timeline.
Necessary to the success of
trimester would be year-round
student attendance, including
summers. Supporters of the new
system have expressed a willing
ness to require student atten
dance during that period.
That willingness bothered ar
chitectural engineering professor
Michael Botwin.
“(We) come close to a Nazi
state if we make students take
summer courses,” he said.
Assistant English professor
John Hampsey said all the minor
objections raised — and there
were many of them — boiled
down to two major issues.
Hampsey said the issues are
how to best educate students and

enhance teacher performance.
“We have to rise above per
sonal concerns,” he said.
ASI Executive Vice President
Louie Brown came to the senate
meeting to introduce an ASIsponsored recommendation to
hold a decision and pursue op
tions within the current quarter
system.
But he was unable to intro
duce the recommendation be
cause the other discussion ran
too long.
“(Not deciding immediately)
gives us as students the oppor
tunity to come together and
decide on what we want,” he said
after the meeting. “My biggest
concern was that it would be
decided before we can say any
thing.”
The senate scheduled a spe
cial meeting for next 'Tuesday to
deal with the business they did
not get too when the calendar
debate ran long.

Student critically wounded
by self-inflicted gunshot
Doily Staff Repoit

A 24-year-old Cal Poly stu
dent was listed in critical con
dition at Sierra Vista Hospital
on 'Tuesday following a self-in
flicted gunshot wound to the
head late Monday.
Human development senior
Shawn Baugher was found by
San Luis Obispo Police shortly
before 8 p.m. at a home on the

1200 block of Bond Street.
Police said they found
Baugher bleeding from the
head in an upstairs apart
ment.
Police are examining cir
cumstances surrounding the
case and have made no state
ments as to whether the
shooting was accidental or in
tentional.

GRAND
OPENING
W W W W 7 W W W W W W W W

In celebration of cultural diversity and
CalPoly's new Multi-Cultural Center, you
are invited to our Grand Opening
sponsored by Speakers Forum
(a division of Program Board) and the MCC.

All are welcome! Admission is FREE!
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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T H U R . 20
Cultural Dancing

Dr. Robert Gish
Eftinic Studes Overview
l;00-2:00pm (Chumash)

Rcx;uel Soncho
FlpinoWormn'sIssues
6;00-7;00pm (Chumash)

Lenny Strobel
Decolonization Among FHpinos
7:30-i:30pm (Chumash)

FRI. 21
Saaed Spaces

Bale! F M o iico, Filipino Cultural
Exchange. Chinese Student
Assn., and Groupo FoSdaico
Imogen y Espiritu
ll;00-12;00pm (UU Plaza)

Side show presentation of Exhibit

MCC Blessing

Perspective on Students of C o la
a t Cal Poly
6:00-7:30pm (Fisher Sd. 286)

Drumming and Blessing Ceremony
l2:00-l:00pm (U U 202C)

1:00-2 )0pm(UU 2020
Sacapfion for the Ms>s

2;30-4:00pm(UU202C)

Dr. Locksley (^ o ^ a g e n

Dr. Donald Cheek

Chris Rnley

Discussion on the perception of
Staff. Faculty and Students in regards
to MM-Cutturalsm in Academia
l:00-2:00pm (Chumash)

Education into the year2000
8:00-9:30pm (Fisher Sd. 286)

iSft?” s

W E RACE
YOU W IN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile
on the track is like a huncJreij on the street. As
race car builders, we follow a car through its
entire life span- often only a matter of hours.
Whaf we’ve learned at Le Mans and
Daytona applies directly to the way we mam
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance
and make the minor repairs that can save you
a major overhaul further down the road.
Our prices are reasonable and our
service is the best.
• ilI 5 > l
Racing car owners trust
G O f lH 2 I I
us, shouldn’t you?
A u tO
Specializing in Porsche, Audi, BM W , M ercedes, Volvo & VW Autos

273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 643 7473
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NILLER

Where to go for
a good breakfast

This will be the first of three columns reviewing
the food doiTii residents can get with their meal card
on campus. The point of these columns is to let stu
dents know about the good food available at various
dining establishments. I have decided it’s not worth
it to tell readers what there isn’t to eat.
I started with breakfast, because it is generally
the first meal of the day.
I went to the newest dining facility on campus,
The Lighthouse, to critique their breakfast airangements last Thursday.
Because I don’t usually start class until 11 a.m., I
had to drag myself out of bed at 8 a.m. to get there
before it closed. Since I had been at work until 11
p.m. the night before, I was tired, but their great cof
fee helped a lot.
The scrambled eggs and potatoes were good. Al
though the eggs were on the slimy side, they were
still tasty, and the potatoes had nice chunks of onion
and bell pepper mixed in. The breakfast got cold
quickly, but in a cafeteria setting, not everything can
be perfect.
I also put two pieces of sourdough bread in the in
dustrial toaster. I was disappointed when the bare
ly-toasted bread popped out, but I was told I should
put the bread through the machine more than once
to get a piece that was toasted to my satisfaction.
There was a delightful variety of fresh juices
available. I had a glass of grapefruit juice and a glass
of orange juice. At some point during my meal the
coffee ran out. It was close to closing time when
employees decided to make more.
Nevertheless, the skylights and windows made it
cheerful in the morning and there is a good variety of
fruits, juices and other foods.
However, some drawbacks are the fact that it
closes early, and that employees sometimes wait a
long time to fill up the coffee. But then again, I
might have been impatient because I had to get up
early.
For my second review I went to the Sandwich
Plant, which has cash equivalence, which means a
person can spend up to $4.20 to buy any number of
items.
Instead of having eggs to order, or French toast,
the Sandwich Plant has devised an ingenious thing
called the breakfast sandwich.
This isn’t new, but it’s cool that the Sandwich
Plant can even carry the sandwich theme during
breakfast. It offers a breakfast burrito or a sandwich
on a bagel, croissant or kringla.
I was sufficiently filled by my egg and cheddar
cheese sandwich with tomatoes and sprouts on an
onion bagel. The sprouts, salsa, tomatoes, sour
cream or onions free of charge. I also got a medium
orange juice, bringing my meal up to $4.15.
Overall, the Sandwich Plant is a pleasant place,
with outdoor seating and a roomy indoor dining
room. The food is good, and it doesn’t take long to get
in and out on the way to class in the morning.
However, there is no room to move in the food col
lection area. I suggest having students put their bags
down inside the dining room before going to get food.
But as with The Lighthouse, people sometimes get
angry when they can’t bring their huge backpacks
with them. Maybe they get a rush of adrenaline
when someone is almost crushed to death by their
bag. I know the bags are annoying in the Sandwich
Plant.
Out of a score of four stars, I gave The Lighthouse
a score of two-and-a-half stars for closing early and
slow coffee service and gave the Sandwich Plant
three stars for quick services.
Am y Miller is a journalism Junior. Her column
will appear here every other Wednesday.
•

Los Angeles, truly a city of angels
By Krystn Shrieve
Parts of Southern California looked like a war zone
the morning after the earthquake, and hundreds of
aftershocks, crippled the area. Freeways were buckled,
infrastructures were destroyed and thousands of people
were without power, water or homes.
Yet amid the destruction, sorrow and despair, heroes
from all walks of life did what they could to help
alleviate the pain.
As I sat glued to my television set on Monday, my
eyes repeatedly filled with tears as news reporters told
stories of the many heroes who risked their lives to save
others.
The city was full of obvious heroes. They were police
officers, who worked 12-hour shifts making sure the
streets were safe. They were firefighters who fought
relentlessly against ensuing fires. They were doctors
and nurses who mended injuries. They were American
Red Cross volunteers who helped the homeless find
food, shelter and clothing. And they were members of
the search and rescue teams who worked into the night
searching for the victims trapped in the rubble.
One rescue team worked for more than six hours to
save Salvador Pena, the street sweeper who was
trapped in a parking structure. For Pena, these people
were probably more than just heroes. He might even
call them angels.
But aside from these men and women, there were
also many anonymous heroes.
News reporters told the story of people like John
Peace, a Cal State Northridge student who pulled a
neighbor and a roommate to safety when the
Northridge Meadows apartment collapsed. There were
many others however, that also risked their lives to
save others.
When this commentary was written, the death count
was 33. Sixteen people alone died in the Northridge
Meadows apartment, but 18 people were pulled to
safety. Although families and friends will grieve for the
33 people who lost their lives in this disaster, we should
be thankful to those who acted so selflessly. Without
them, the number could have been a lot higher.
There were countless stories of neighbors helping
neighbors, friends helping friends and strangers
helping strangers.
It is amazing how the earthquake brought people
together. People who had nothing in common on

Bureacracy can't win every time
I would like to address points made by John Hubbell
on Jan. 11 regarding the death of Jose Arturo Gutierrez
and the treatment given the entire situation on the ad
ministrative level.
I agree it was handled in an unsatisfactory manner.
There seems to be a rationale which says if the reputa
tion of the university can be harmed, the best way to
divert the situation is to cover up whatever would cause
the harm.
This rationale does not lessen the wrong of covering
up the matter, but life in general is full of unjust occur
rences like this one. It happens in courtrooms, hospi
tals, lawyers’ offices and even among family matters.
Gutierrez’s death must be investigated. Then some
how, the information needs to get to the people who
want to know, before it is covered up again.
Beaurocracy cannot win every time.
Gaudio Wissbeck
Liberal Studies junior

Sunday, suddenly found themselves caring about each
other on Monday.
One news I'eport quoted a student who echoed this
feeling when he said it was too bad that it took
something earthquake for him to realize how nice his
next door neighbors were.
Los Angeles often has a reputation of being riddled
with crime. It is seen as a place where people are afraid
to go into certain neighborhoods after dark, tend to
keep to themselves and are constantly on their guard
against strangers.
But after the earthquake hit, attitudes changed. The
devastation was felt by everybody. Words of comfort
were given freely. People hugged and cried together,
sharing mutual feelings of loss.
Suddenly a bond was formed, and it seemed as
though people were not afraid. Before the earthquake,
people would have been scared to death to sleep outside
the safety of their homes. But on Monday night,
thousands of people spent the night in the park.
Even if the feeling only lasted one night, people
knew that in the park, amid the strangers, they were
safe.
But on 'Tuesday morning, the feelings of good will
seemed-slightly diminished.
Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan and Police Chief
Willie Williams said a citywide curfew would be
enforced to discourage looting, and on NBC’s “Today,”
Katie Couric told the story of a man who was selling
cheap flashlights to desperate residents for $9 apiece.
In a time of crisis, when people feel the need to pull
together, there always seems to be a small percentage
of people who take advantage of the situation.
But on 'Tuesday, Governor Pete Wilson assured
people that despite their hardships, the people of Los
Angeles will i-ecover from the earthquake.
Wilson told Bryant Gumbel, “Californians are
resilient. It seems like we’ve gotten more than our fair
share of hard knocks, but if we stick together, we’ll get
through this.”
• Krystn Shrieve is the new Opinion editor o f the
Mustang Daily.

Le h e r s P o l ic y
Mustang Doily welcomes letters and commentaries from
students, staff, and other community members. Letters
should be typed, double spaced and under 2 5 0 words.
Commentaries should be typed, double spaced, and
7 5 0 to 1 ,0 0 0 words.
All authors must include o name, signature and phone
number. Students should include their major and class
standing. Mustang Doily reserves the right to edit letters
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed
to: Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg # 2 2 6 , C al Poly, San Luis Obispo,
CA. 9 3 4 0 7
FAX: (8 0 5) 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
E-Mail: gjoynt@oboe.calpoly.edu
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Would San Luis Obispo be ready?
Local officials say they have a blueprint in c a se o f disaster
By Len Arends

Doily Assistant Managing Editof

If a moderate to major
earthquake were to strike San
Luis Obispo County as one did
on Monday in the gi’eater Los
Angeles area, would city and
county emergency officials be
ready?
That is an answer yet to be
determined, but emergency offi
cials said they have a plan that
has been tested and for the most
part, works.
In San Luis Obispo, the
primary earthquake concerns are
unreinforced masonry (URM)
buildings, according to Tom
Baasch, chief building official for
San Luis Obispo,
These relatively aged build
ings are constructed of bricks or
concrete blocks which contain lit
tle or no metal bracing to
prevent the structure from shak
ing apart in a major temblor.
Baasch said he had no doubt
some of the first emergency calls
following a major quake in the
county would be to URMs.
He said URMs are a danger
not only to those inside them,
but also to the occupants of any
newer buildings next door.
He cited the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake as an example
of the dangers of unreinforced
masonry in California.
In addition to crumbling
URMs throughout Watsonville,
the quake toppled a multistory
URM in Santa Cruz, sending it
crashing through the roof of the
department store next door, kill
ing a woman inside.
The danger of San Luis
Obispo’s URMs come from their
location in a more populated por
tion of the city — 95 of the 128
URMs in the city are located
downtown, Baasch said.
“There are two or three
(URMs) on every block of
(downtown) Higuera Street,”
Baasch said.
Examples he gave included
the Wineman Hotel, Earthling
Bookshop, and the J.P. Andrews
Building.
Cities throughout California
are presently evaluating the
safety of their URMs, Baasch
said, adhering to a state require
ment for cities to “significantly
reduce” the vulnerability of their
URMs by the year 2000.
Baasch said all San Luis
Obispo’s URMs must have a
structural evaluation done by
Sept. 4, after which it will be up
to the City Council to decide how

If fire units immediately
responded to their first coll
for help — from on iso
lated isolated housefire in
no danger of spreading —
then they would not have
the resources necessary to
respond to their secona call
~ from a suburban hous
ing conflagaration threat
ening to ignite its neigh
bors.
"Obviously, that^s not
good prioritization."
Ron Alsop

County Em ergency Services
Coordinator
The danger of San Luis
Obispóos unreinforced
masonry buildings comes
from their location in a
more populated portion of
the city — 95 ot the 128
URMs in the city are
located downtown.

Chief Building Official for Son
Luis Obispo
many and to what degree the
URMs must be improved.
Emergency Services Coor
dinator Ron Alsop explained how
the county would respond and
keep residents informed of their
options.
For the first hour, very few
fire and ambulance services
would be mobilized, he said.
These would wait until after offi
cials in the county operations
center determined where ser
vices were most needed.
If fire units immediately
responded to their first call for
help — from an isolated
housefire in no danger of spread
ing — then they would not have
the resources necessary to
respond to their second call —
from a suburban housing con
flagaration threatening to ignite
its neighbors, Alsop explained.
“Obviously, that’s not good
prioritization,” he said.
Aside from organizing emer
gency resources, the first hours
would be used to send aircraft
out to inspect the county’s dams,
radioing back warnings of any
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that appear to be in danger of
imminent failure. This informa
tion would be used to plan
evacuations for communities
downstream from the reservoir.
Alsop said this precaution
would be particularly important
for the Lopez Lake reservoir,
which lies upstream from the
Five-Cities area in the South
County. Concern that Lopez
might not be able to withstand a
strong quake from the nearby
Huasna Fault has led to a policy
of keeping the reseiweir at 50 to
60 percent of capacity.
Communication after an
earthquake, both with the
civilian population and between
emergency services, would be
vital, Alsop said.
The county has three radio
stations it considers its primary
carriers of the Emergency Broad
cast Network — mainly because
they have emergency generators
in case of power outage — KVEC
920 AM, KIID 1400 AM and
KKJG 98.1FM.
The emergency services try to
keep their communication sys
tems as separate from the public
system as possible.
The county also recently
joined a satellite communica
tions system which links San
Luis Obispo with Santa Barbara,
Ventura, Los Angeles and
Orange counties, as well as with
the Federal Emergency Manage
ment Agency.
The “Rednet” — a conference
telephone line independent of the
public telephone network —
would maintain communications
between the various emergency
services in eight locations
throughout the county — Paso
Robles, Atascadero, Morro Bay,
San Luis Obispo, Pismo Beach,
Grover Beach, Arroyo Grande
and Cal Poly.
In the event that the Rednet
is severed or damaged, county
emergency services maintain a
voluntary relationship with the
county’s HAM radio operators to
use their equipment for emer
gency communications.
The county tested the effec
tiveness of its plan in April 1992,
when it activated its units for a
hypothetical 7.2 earthquake
centered in Santa Margarita.
Alsop said the exercise un
covered several minor kinks in
the emergency system, primarily
in clarifying who had primacy in
the command structure. He said
he wasn’t discouraged by this.
“That’s why we hold drills,” he
said.
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QUAKH: L.A. residents face uncertainty;
damage may take years, billions to fix
tions of the quake.
In the San Fernando
strong as 5 on the Richter
scale, continued to jolt the Valley, the 60-square-mile
suburban expanse most
legion.
badly
damaged by the
• About 100,000 homes
quake,
many
people stayed
remained without power,
home
to
clean
up and take
and between 50,000 and stock. That kept
commut
100,000 were witliout
ing
problems
to
a mini
water, almost all of them in
the hard-hit San Fernando mum.
Those who ventured out
Valley. The Department of
in
th eir cars had to
Water and Power said it
Hyun Sook Lee, Left, is comforted as she grieves after learning her 14-year-old son had been killed in the collapse of her apart
negotiate
a crazy tangle of
could be a week or more
ment in Northridge after M onday's earthauake Her husband was also found dead. At least 27 people were killed in the quake,
before water was restored. detours around cracked
and at least 14 have died in the collapse / Associated Press courtesy of San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune
• About 20,000 people residential streets and
were camping in parks, the flooded areas. A few opted
LIFE
Department of Parks and for mass transit.
“I was kind of surprised
From page 1
Recreation said.
that
it
was
so
uncrowded,”
• About 100 building en
Once inside the Mission
gineers and inspectors said Scott Draper, Los An m
Hills
store, they negotiated
fanned out across the geles, a city analyst who
floors
sticky with spilled
damaged area, but no lives in Glendale and took
wi
n
e
a nd soda and
preliminary estimate on the train. Although the
numerous
piles of every
the number of buildings train was late, he said, “I’d
thing from cat food, Lysol,
damaged was immediately still ride it. We all need to
bagels and motor oil to
sacrifice
and
be
more
un
available.
spilled boxes of detergent
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
of
one
• More than 2,000 Na
'•nSf'
and infant formula.
tional Guard soldiers were another.”
For lack of electric
At dawn, continuous
mobilized; many could be
power,
the meats, dairy
seen patrolling the San aftershocks raised a slight
and delicatessen section
Fernando Valley, guns at brownish haze of dust over
were closed, vastly reduc
í
K
i
the northern and western H i
their sides.
ing the range of items
• After a dusk-to-dawn portions of the valley that
>
available.
curfew, police reported slightly dimmed the rising
“I was at least hoping to
about 75 aiTests overnight sun.
get
some canned meat, but
Guardsmen stood on
for crimes such as robbery
it looks like they’re out,”
street corners and in criti
and curfew violation.
said Moices Govea, 58, of
C a lifo rn ia G overnor cal areas w here the
Mission Hills. “I have two
P ete W ilson answ ered d e s t r u c t i o n was the
grandchildren to take care
heaviest.
A
few
also
q u e stio n s o u tsid e th e
of.”
cnashed apartm ent build p a t r o l l e d Hol l ywood
One popular item not in
Boulevard.
ing in Northridge.
short
supply at the market
“Unfortunately, it is
“We’re here basically to
was
bottled
water. Some
going to be a major, major make sure everyone be
neighborhood
service sta
inconvenience,” Wilson haves themselves,” said
tions,
however,
couldn’t
said. He said it would take Pvt. Timothy Roth, 25, on
deliver
another
precious
up to a year to rebuild fal patrol in the San Fernando
liquid; gasoline.
len bridges that carry In Valley suburb of Reseda.
Dozens of motorists
terstate 10, the Santa
Throughout the valley,
pulled up to a Chevron sta
Monica freeway, over sur power was being restored
tion in Mission Hills, only
face streets in Los Angeles. in a patchwork fashion.
to be told there was no gas
Several
h u n d r e d Traffic lights worked in
because the electric pumps
thousand people a day use some areas, but were out in
didn’t work.
the Santa Monica Freeway, others. Long lines snaked
“We have plenty of gas,
making it the nation’s around the few open
15,000 or 16,000 gallons,
busiest highway. Near the
but we can’t pump it,” said
fallen bridges Tuesday gasoline stations.
Many markets remained
station manager Roger
morning, trattic crawled on
Rivas.
F'airfax Avenue at a rate of closed, but those that were
about four blocks per hour. open did brisk business. At
Alvin Cohen, 46, had
Late in the morning, a Shell gasoline station on
been driving around for an
huge construction cranes V entura Boulevard in
hour looking for gas, but to
began tearing down sec Woodland Hills, a National
no avail.
tions of the freeway, biting Guardsman in full battle
“I’ve got five gallons left.
cracks into the concrete regalia stood in the
W’
n
enever I do get gas. I’m
slabs and lifting them driveway to help keep
going
to go to Ventura
tempers in check.
away.
County so I can get food
Meanwhile, officials
The quake also collapsed
and water,” he said. The
vowed
that roads blocked
sections of Interstates 5
Ventura County line is
by the quake will be
about 10 miles away.
and 14, and state Route repaired by the end of the
118. The closure of Inter year.
Two miles down the
state 5, the major northGov. Pete Wilson’s decla
road, a Texaco station was
south highway oji the West ration of Los Angeles as a M ary Pappas reads the mornin g newspaper from the front yard of her Northridge home
the first to open in subur
Coast , left t r u c k e r s disaster area means that friends early Tuesday in the Nortb rid g e section of Los Angeles. The family camped out over with ban North Hills, where
stranded in the San Joa- Cal trails can waive many fearing aftershocks from M o n d a /s deadly earthquake. More than 200 people spent theovernight
had been restored.
nil
(luin Valley north of Los of the normal pre-construc the frigid outside air M any Cal Poly students from the Southland waited anxiously for news
from ^"^le customers waited in
Angeles and gave a hint ot tion requirements that slow home M onday and Tuesday, hoping their families were not among those displaced / Associated
l^^st an hour to
the economic leverbera- work, officials said.
Press courtesy of San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune
get gas.
From page 1
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Poly students were ‘scared to death’
Students, their relatives’ homes suffered losses in temblor

• Across Southland, 3-day weekends turned to calamities
By Amy Miller

happened to themselves and their relatives
at 4:31 a.m.
Axell said he and his family checked
their home for structural damage and gas
leaks immediately after the earthquake,
but they were lucky and found none. Their
only damage came from a 300-foot eucalyp
tus tree that tumbled over and landed in
their front yard. Without power for most of
the day, Axell said his family could not
watch television, and instead, had to count
on the radio for the latest information on
the aftershocks that continued to rock Los
Angeles.

Daily Staff W iitei

When his bed stopped shaking, he sat
up and saw red flashes all over the valley
around his house — transformers blowing
up, power lines touching and arching.
Fruit science freshman Brandon Axell,
who was at home in Santa Paula when the
6.6 magnitude earthquake shook the
greater Los Angeles area on Monday,
thought it was just going to be a small one
at first.
“It just kept going and going,” Axell
said. “I stayed in bed until it stopped.”
In Newhall, five miles from Sylmar, a
Axell was one of several residents of
family
was trapped for two hours after the
Yosemite Hall who gathered at Cal Poly
disaster
struck. Agribusiness freshman
hours after the dust of the earthquake and
its multiple aftershocks had begun to set
See DORMS, page 8
tle. The residents had stories of what had

By Joy Nieman

Doay Stoff Wfiter

_ _______________________

Cal Poly students — distressed by the
6.6-m agnitude temblor th at flattened
homes and leveled freeways on Monday —
found themselves turning to each other on
Tuesday, looking for support and under
standing.
Some said they’d felt the rumblings
while they were in the Los Angeles area;
others said they had relatives and
damaged homes waiting for them.
Journalism junior Elizabeth Potruch
waited by the phone Tuesday afternoon for
news from her family. Her family’s Valen
cia home was destroyed by the earthquake
th at rocked her neighborhood early Mon
day.
“I’m in shock,” Potruch said. “The whole

house moved.”
Like Potruch, many students said their
major source of frustration was rerouted
telephone service. Downed phones and
overloaded circuits made it difficult for
students to reach their relatives on Mon
day and 'Tuesday.
“My husband’s mother lives down there
and we haven’t been able to get a hold of
her,” said biology junior Carrie Panek.
Those students who managed to speak
with their families reported problems such
as broken dishes, broken light fixtures and
television sets th at tipped over.
“My aunt had cabinets fall and the ceil
ing fan fell,” said liberal studies freshman
Jennifer Frank.
See REACTION, page 8
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Prof: It was just your
garden-variety quake

/

By Amy Hooper

Doily Senior Staff Writer
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The thrust fault nine
miles beneath the San Fer
nando Valley that caused
th e
6 .6 - m a g n i t u d e
earthquake that shook
greater Los Angeles on
Monday was enough to
keep Cal Poly physics
professor David Chipping
busy on 'Tuesday.
S t u d e n t s in hi s
earthquake classes wanted
to know all they could
about the fault and the
cause of the earthquake
that demolished homes and
freeways and killed more
than 30.
“The students were very
interested in it,” Chipping
said, “so we had about half
an hour of discussion on it.
They basically wanted to
know what was going on
with the sub-surface geol
ogy-”

Al M cNeill looks over the remains of his home in the G ranada Hills area of Los Angeles, following a major earthquake in the area
early M onday morning. M cNeill's home was destroyed when a gas main apparently exploded, engulfing the house in flames / As
sociated Press courtesy.of San Luis Obispo County Telegram-Tribune

NORTHRIDGE: CSU campus evacuated after quake wreaks havoc______________
From page 1

“Every building has some sort of problem,” said CSU
Public Affairs spokesperson Colleen Bentley-Adler. “But
there were no injuries on campus.”
The CSU-Northridge campus is in northern Los An
geles County, about 45 miles north of Long Beach.
The entire campus was evacuated after the quake,
Bentley-Adler said.
“Right now, there’s nobody on the campus,” she said.
Dorm residents were evacuated on Monday following
the early-morning temblor.
Each building on the campus was inspected by campus
public safety officials. Bentley-Adler said late Thursday
afternoon that the 15 residence halls were declared struc
turally safe by physical planners and employees from an
engineering firm from Atlanta.
Bentley-Adler had no monetary estimates of damages.

“We don’t have time to answer individual questions
right now,” a Public Safety official said. “It’s critical th at
we get the emergency services back up and on the line.”

The demolished parking structure, built in 1991, was
up to current building codes, Bentley-Adler said.
Damage to the campus has forced a campuswide
closure to be in effect until Thursday. At that time, staff
will return to the campus, Bentley-Adler said.
“Regular (staff) employees will come back on the 20th,”
she said. “Faculty won’t be back until classes begin.

About 27,000 students will be returning for spring
semester classes on Jan. 31. Bentley-Adler said hotlines
are being set up for students who have questions about
registering for spring semester classes.
“All I know is that I keep getting phone calls from stu
dents asking, ‘How do I register?’ ” she said.
“We won’t have those figures for quite a while,” she
Meanwhile, the school’s basketball team cancelled its
said.
scheduled
Wednesday night game against Air Force and
Northridge Public Safety officials frantically answered
returned
to
its earthquake-devastated city 'Tuesday, offi
phones — which seemed to be ringing off the hook
on
cials said.
'Tuesday.

“Geologically speaking,
it was a fairly run-of-themill earthquake,” Chipping
said. “There was nothing
particularly striking about
it.”
The Los Angeles Times
on 'Tuesday reported the
thrust fault — also known
as a reverse fault — moves
vertically, when compres
sion elevates one plate over
the other.
In contrast, strike-slip
faults such as the San
Andr eas Fa u l t move
horizontally.
When the fault located
between the San Gabriel
and the Santa Monica
mountains released ten
sion, it elevated parts of
Northridge, the Northridge
hills and the Santa Susana
Mountains a couple feet
while areas south of San
Fernando fell the same
amount.

U.S. Geological Survey
experts have reported that
the epicenter occurred at
the junction of three faults:
the Elysian Park Fault
(also known as the Santa
Monica Mountains Thrust
Fault), the Devonshire
Fault and the Frew Fault.
Geologists do not know
which underground fault is
r e s p o n s i b l e for t he
earthquake.
While the Elysian Park
Fault is known for causing
the Whittier Narrows
quake on Oct. 1, 1987, the
Devonshire and the Frew
were latent faults dis
covered by oil company
geologists while drilling
wells.
Chipping said it is not
uncommon for previously
inactive faults to announce
their presence so loudly,
especially in an area criss
crossed with geologic ac
tivity.
Considering the large
number of faults within the
Los Angeles area, he said,
large movements along one
fault are “relatively infre
quent in tenns of human
time span.”
“You may get one every
20 or 30 years,” Chipping
said. “In a given area, it
may repeat only once every
century nr couple of cen
turies.
“There may be more of
this (activity) to the east or
to the west, but probably
not an exact one like this at
Northridge for — who
knows? — maybe a whole
century.”
Chipping said the Los
Angeles area is not alone in
its profusion of under
ground faults.
“There are a series of
faults (on the Central
See FAULT, page 8
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E\ULT: Central Coast is home to inactive faults
From page 1

We service the best attitudes in town!

Coast) that are very much like
the Santa Monica Thrust and ap
pear to underlay everything from
the coast and offshore to the San
Andreas Fault," he said.
Chipping said the Hosgri
Fault, located near PG&E’s

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant, shows no signs of recent
activity.
“There’s no indication th at the
Hosgri is likely to do anything,”
he said. “In fact, most of the in
formation from the fault offshore
has indicated th at it is not ac
tive.”

DORMS: Residents, their families survive quake
From page 7
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Michelle Godwin said her sister
called to say she had just
returned home from working at a
hospital when the quake hit.
A mirror above the bed of
Godwin’s 4-month-old niece
broke, but the infant was
protected from broken glass by a
quilt. Her 6-year-old nephew was
thrown from his bunk bed. God
win said her sister explained the
way walls crumbled and cabinets
came off the wall.
Animal science freshman
Mandi Banals was in Oceanside
when the temblor hit, but she
said she slept through most of it.
“I felt the aftershock and
(was) just about (scared to
death),” Banals said.
Another student had two
stories to tell.

REACTION: Students feel the Southland shaking
From page 7
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Tours Daily before 5 pm
547-9091 or (800) 793-8431
One MustanQ Drive, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-10 pm. Sat. 9 am-9 pm

Cali now tor our Best “Friend” Rates ot 1994!

John O’Donnell, a business
sophomore at Cuesta College,
said his cousin told him she woke
up during the earthquake when
her drum set started clanging
together. This noise scared her
Dalmatian puppy, which jumped
on her, clawing her.
“All of the glass in her ap art
ment shattered,” O’Donnell said.
“She cut her feet going into the
bathroom.”
O’Donnell’s second story in
volved his cousin’s ex-boyfriend,
Joe. Joe’s brand new Jaguar was
smashed to a height of about
six-inches. O’Donnell said Joe’s
house in North Hollywood was
leveled by the early-morning
earthquake.
“There’s nothing left of his
house,” O’Donnell said.

Some students who traveled
south over the holiday weekend
were in the region when the
earthquake struck.
“It woke us up,” said nutrition
senior Kasey Kern. “I’ve never
been in such a strong quake.”

A e ro n a u tic a l e n g in e e rin g
senior Casey Alver said one of
his friends at Cal Poly left for
Simi Valley after learning of the
earthquake.
“Apparently his house was
destroyed,” Alver said. “He
wasn’t in class this morning.”

r iN O
January 25 & 26
Chumash Auditorium
9am to 4pm
r n iin i m

m u
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Apple Computer ~ Hewlett Packard ~ IBM ~
Microsoft ~ SUN Microsystems ~ Andersen Consulting ~ Autodesk ~
Claris ~ Douglas Stewart ~ El Dorado ~ Farallón ~ Global Village ~
Logitech ~ Silicon Graphics ~ Supermac ~ Symantec ~ Witco ~
WordPerfect ~ Xerox
j i EIQ>rial
IBoobtore

El Corral Bookstore Coinputer Department invites you to drop by !

Local

Authors
(Fiction,

Ox

Sx

PflimiiiMy

If you have written a book

Nonfiction,

or Bestseller),

and you would like to
have it displayed
in our Local

Authors

C Still

U3

at 7 5 6 - 5 3 1 6 General Books,
or 7 5 6 - 5 3 0 2 Textbooks.
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NowYouH ave
MoreTimeTo Pay
YourWinter
EnergyB ills.
There's no way around it. You use more energy in

In 1994, PG&E is increasing its contribution to this pro

the winter. It gets cold. You turn up the heat. You stay a

gram by $1 million, bringing PG&E's total REACH con

little longer under the shower. So your winter energy bills

tribution to $3 million. Customer and employee contri

shoot up. Which hits hard if you're not ready for it. And

butions, totalling $2.4 million last year, are also expect

in tcx ia /s economy, a lot of pet^ple aren't ready for it.

ed to increase in 1994.
• ECIP (Energy Crisis Intervention Program ). For

PG&E'S WINTER STRETCH PROGRAM MAKES

low-income households who are experiencing energy-

IT EASIER FOR YOU TO PAY WINTER BILLS. PG&E

related emergencies, this federally funded program

has a package of services called Winter Stretch that

provides assistance.

gives people more ways to manage their energy bills.

• LIRA (Low Income Ratepayer Assistance). PG&E

Right now, you can stretch out your current winter bill,

provides a 15% discount on monthly energy bills for

including any past due balance, over an entire year.

qualifying low-income households.

You can average your future monthly payments, too.

• H EAP (Hom e Energy Assistance Program). This

Which means you pay almost the same amount every

federally funded program gives help to low^income

month. No highs. No lows. No finance charges. Your

households that fall within 130% of federal poverty

home must be individually metered to qualify.

guidelines.
• MEDICAL BASELINE. For customers with medical

OTHER W INTER STRETCH PROGRAM S CAN

needs, PG&E provides additional gas and electricity at

ALSO HELP.

the lowest rates.

• SPECIAL PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS. We'll give

• llATE OPTIONS AND RATE ALTERNATIVES. Them

customers more time to pay their bill, based on individ

may be lower rates for customers who an? lai^e energy users
or who can switch their use to off-peak hours.

ual needs.

Tliis winter, take the chill out of your

• REACH (Relief for Energy Assistance
through Community Help). This program is

energy bills and sign up for any of the Winter

administered by the Salvation Army and

Stretch programs. Call your IcKal PG&E office

covers a one-time payment for low-income

about them or look for the enrollment in.or-

households experiencing financial hardship.
W I N T E R

S T R E T C H

Atyour service.
B I I.

mation in your next PG&E bill.

P A Y M E N T

P R O G R A M
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WILLIAMS: Age has far from slowed down this 6-foot, 4-inch political science junior
From page 1 2
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Leo W illiam s age and height advantage over
Derek Buizinski, 9, is not as excjgerated on the
court for Poly / Daily photo by Scott Robir
inson

lege basketball for the 6foot-4-inch political science
junior who spent six years as
a firefighter in the Air Force
after high school. He played
basketball at Diablo Valley
College in Concord the past
two years, but said the sixyear hiatus put him behind
most of his younger team
mates.
“Even though I’m older,
these guys are ahead of me
basketball-wise,” ' Williams
said of his teammates. “I wish
I had the knowledge of the
game to go with my age, but I
don’t.”
Wi l l i ams, who hai l s
originally from Tampa, Fla.,
moved frequently as a child.
His parents divorced when he
was two, and soon after, his
mother joined the Air Force.
He lived in New Jersey, Japan
and finally Texas, where he
played basketball his junior
and senior years at Cooper
High School in Abilene.
Williams received basket
ball scholarship offers in high
school, but said school was not
his top priority at the time.

Instead, he joined the Air
Force and worked as a
firefighter at Travis Air Force
base in Fairfield. Williams
later transferred to Alaska,
where he said he felt the
desire to play basketball
again.
“While I was up there, I got
to watch a lot of ESPN,” Wil
liams said. “I saw the college
players and said, T think I’ll
try that next.’”
After leaving the Air Force,
Williams looked into several
junior colleges in California.
He eventually called the coach
at Diablo Valley College to see
if he could attend an open
gym-

“I told him he could take a
look at me and see if I was
worth anything,” Williams
said. “I guess he thought I
was worth something.”
Williams helped Diablo
Valley advance to the state
Final Eight in the junior col
lege tournament last season
before losing to Riverside City
College. He received all-con
ference honors in the Golden
Gate Conference, was selected
to the state all-star team and

was elected to Diablo Valley
College’s basketball hall of
fame.
Cal Poly men’s basketball
coach Steve Reason said he
had heard about Williams
early last season, but first saw
him at the state junior college
tournament.
“I was immediately im
pressed with his work habits,”
Reason said. “I could see he
had a very positive attitude
and was very positive with his
team m ates.”
Williams brings life ex
perience and a positive a t
titude to the game — qualities
th at rub off on the rest of the
team, Reason said.

“Leo seems to understand
what is important, what he
can change in life and what he
can accept,” Reason said.
“(His teammates) tease him a
bit about being the wise old
sage."
Mustangs’ forward Damien
Levesque said Williams is a
good all-around player. As a
freshman, he said he looks up
to Williams.

“I’d say he carries a certain
leadership role,” Levesque
said. “He’s older. He knows so
much more about life. We joke
a b o u t how h e ’s t h e
philosopher.”
Rut Williams said he con
siders himself to be just like
everybody else.
“When we’re practicing. I’m
battling just like everyone
else for playing time,” Wil
liams said. “Rut if I am looked
to as a role model, hopefully
I’m setting a good example.”
The thought of playing
professionally has crossed his
mind, but Williams said his
future lies in academics. He
said he would like to go to law
school in the future, but for
now he’s working on balanc
ing school with basketball.
“This is my dream,” Wil
liams said. “I’ve lived my
dream. Ever yt hi ng I ’ve
dreamed about I’ve done or
I’m doing.”
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ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVE
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

&
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Mustang Daily Advertising is currently seeking

Win a $25
Campus Express Club
gift certificate

motivated individuals to join its sales force. Enjoy
• flexible hours while working in a professional
environment. Earn hourly pay plus commission while
servicing and expanding established local and
national chentele. All majors welcome. General sales
experience is not necessary, but is recommended. If
you have what it takes to become a Mustang Daily
Advertising Representative drop a resume by:

Thursday,
January 20th
11am - 1pm

Say ”Feliz
Cumple Año^^
to Chunky
Chicken and get
a coupon for a
FREE TACO!

Attn: Jeff Hollister, Advertising D irector
Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Building, Rm. 226

L.

Tapango’s is IcKalcd between the
library and Dexter.
Open Mon-Fri. Hreakfast:
7:45am - 10:00am
10:30am - 2:30pm Express
Mexican Cuisine
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Freshman Krista Kiedrowski qualified for nationals in 2(X)-yard backstroke Saturday / Daily photo by Cari LaZansky

‘Killer Ks’ lead Poly swimmer’s way
By Brad Hamilton

Doily Spoils Editor

Cal Poly’s swimming and
diving teams cruised through the
water like a fuel-injected Singer
jet boat for a victory over UCSanta Cruz,

1

The men’s 180-106 win and
the women’s 159-138 victory over
the Banana Slugs Saturday was
welcomed after the UC-Davis Ag
gies made the teams look like a
rickety 1845 steamboat Friday.
The Aggies handed the
women’s team a 179-60 drown
ing. UC-Davis Head Coach Bar
bara Jahn said 99 points was the
largest margin of victory the Ag
gies have ever inflicted upon Cal
Poly.
Mustangs’ freshman Krista
Kiedrowski earned the only Cal
Poly victory in the 200-yard in
dividual medley with her time of
2:11.43.
UC- Da vi s m e n ’s t e a m
thumped Cal Poly’s 147-67 —
winning every event.
“Davis was a tough meet,”
Mustangs’ Head Coach Rich Fir
man said. “It seems like we just

Campus Clubs

BEACH CLEANUP

BY EOC SHELTER, ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNCIL, AND SCS.
JAN. 22nd SAT. 9AM-12NOON
FREE LUNCH! 0M O R R O BAY BEACH
ALL WELCOME! MORE INFO. 0 5 8 3 4
CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION
Volunteers, Senior Projects,
Internships
All Majors Welcome!
Call STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
x5834 - Ask lor Wyler
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO CARE?
MOTIVATED! ENERGETIC!
GREAT WITH GRAPHICS?
Student Community Services
Promotional Assistants Needed.
Inquires contact Mike 549-8240
or pick up applications in the
SLAC Office UU Rm 217-D

couldn’t get it going. The fivehour van ride, cold weather and
a short warm-up must have
taken its toll.
“But the captains did a great
job of getting the team back in
focus for Santa Cruz,” Firm an
added.

Regardless of the women’s
team’s two differing performan
ces, most of the power came from
the “Killer Ks,” Five of the nine
individuals who placed in
Friday’s events have first or last
names that begin with the letter
K. In Saturday’s performance,
the “Killer Ks” owned eleven of
Cal Poly’s best finishes in 14
swimming events.
Kiedrowski provided the big
gest kicks for the K group. She
became the first Mustang swim
mer to qualify for the nationals.
She earned her trip with a time
of 2:08.92 in the 200-yard backstroke.
“Super swim for this time of
the year,” Firman said.
The other “Killer Ks” include
Kellie Quinn, Kanesa Duncan,
Karmen McKenzie, Kelly O’Con

Announcements

ESLSTUDENTS
Free conversation class. Meet
people from many cultures!
Irnprove your vocabulary and
other language skills. Fun,
fun, fun!! Focus is on what you
want to know. Fridays 2pm - 4pm
Bldg 10-138 x2067
Need a Senior Project idea?
Want to serve the community?
COMMUNITY CONNECTION can help!
Visit us in UU 217D x5834

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW
ANY TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS

10 WKS FOR ONLY $39!!
Sign Up at Front Desk of Rec Center
CHEAP THRILLS AND RECYCLED
RECORDS-TOP 70 CDs only $12.98
MOST CASH for used CD, tape, LP,
video games-used CDs from $2.99
Open M-Sat til 9pm-553 Higuera

CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
or Trade Credit! New comics
every Thursday-New games each
week! SUB COMICS GAMES AND
POSTERS 785 Marsh St. 541-3735

ASI UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
APPLY NOW! UU 212 OR CALL x1283
........... DUE JAN 2 8 th .............

AEROBICS
REC SPORTS

Wrestlers finish in middle
of muscle-packed tourney
D o iy Staff Repoit_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

It
w as
C al
P o l y ’s
W restlemania IV — five dual
matches in two days at the Vir
ginia Duals Friday and S atu r
day.
But the heroes of the event
were not Hulk Hogan or Jake
“The Snake” Roberts.
For Cal Poly, the heroes were
seniors Jake Gaeir (150) and
Ramon Macias (142).

The two wrestlers helped the
Mustangs earn a 2-3 record and
an eighth-place finish in the 16team tournament won by the
University of Minnesota.
Gaeir, ranked second in the
nation at 150-pound weight
class, wrestled at 158 and won
all five of his matches to boost
his overall record to 16-1 and 8-0
in duals, Gaeir was the only
wrestler to go undefeated in the
tournament, said M ustangs’
Head Coach Lennis Cowell.

From page 12

CCAA opener.
With a roster containing only
four upperclassmen. Cal State
Dominguez brings an inex
perienced team to Mott Gym.

JENNY ALLEN

ALPHA CRISIS PREGANACY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

$$ REWARD $$

LOST BACKPACK & WALLET 1/6 0 10PM
NO ?'S ASKED! CALL 544-9435
THE U.U. INFORMATION DESK HAS
MANY FOUND ITEMS! STOP BY OR
CALL X1154

* $50 REWARD *
FOR LOST SLIDE TRAYS ON WED OR
THUR, 12/29 or 30 - 3 slide trays
were left under the Engrg West
"Bridge"- Desperately Needed lor
my classes!! Call x1323
“ ‘ NO QUESTIONS ASKED! “ ‘

Services
MATH TUTOR College Prof. Ph D
100-400 Level Courses 528-0625
ENGINEERS; GROWING JOB MARKET
NATIONWIDE 310-358-6257 24 Hrs.
“ Exclusive Opportunity - NJS “
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarships Available!
Average Value: $1000-$1500
No GPA or Financial Need
Requirements. All Students
Qualify and will receive
Scholarships GUARANTEED!
Call Today! (800)569-8248

Friday, Cal Poly thumped
Morgan State 25-9 and defeated
University of Missouri 23-16.
The wins were a rebound from
the 23-21 loss Cornell University
handed the Mustangs in the
team ’s tournament opening
meet.
Cal Poly next plays host to
San Francisco State and UCDavis Friday at 7 p.m.

The Mustangs will host four
out of their first five CCAA
games at Mott Gym, including
Cal Poly Pomona on Saturday at
7:30 p.m.

TO ADVERTISE IN M U STANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CALL 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

Services

Lost & Found

Despite Macias’ upset, the
Mustangs dropped its Saturday
match against Lock Haven
University 21-15. Cal Poly also
fell Saturday to Navy 28-15.

Thursday’s game at Mott Gym
Orrock said one of the keys to will be the first half of a doublethe game was to stop Cal State header, with the Mustang men’s
Dominguez guard Karee Bonde, basketball team challenging
who is averaging 13 points per defending national champion Cal
game.
State Bakersfield at 8 p.m.

Greek News

A X il Congratulations you on your
ENGAGEMENT to TKE Joe Vetri!

Macias went 3-2 in the tour
ney and blanked the sixthranked wrestler at the 142pound weight class. Macias
defeated Lock Haven Univer
sity’s Shannon Gillespie 6-0.
“(Macias) was outstanding,”
Cowell said.

INJURIES: CCAA season approaches for Poly

CLHSSIFIED

GET INVOLVED IN W ELLNESS
Peer Health Educator
positions available in
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
LIFESTYLE WELLNESS
NUTRITION and
SEXUALITY
Learn about:
‘Current health trends,
‘Communication skills,
•
‘Consultations,
‘Teaching and Public speaking
VALUABLE PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Applications available at the
Student Health Network
Health Services 756-5252
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS
Wednesday, Jan. 2 6 ,1 2 noon
Thursday, Jan 27, 2:00 p.m.

Announcements

nor and Kristi Wolfe.
Quinn’s best finish was first
in the 200-yard individual med
ley Saturday, She was clocked at
2:17.73. Duncan’s bests were vict o r i e s in t he 10 0 - y a r d
breaststroke (1:13.44) and 200yard breaststroke (2:33.67).
McKenzie took the 100-yard
backstroke with a time of
1:05,75. O’Connor topped her
weekend with a fourth-place
finish in the 1,000-yard freestyle
(12:12.87). Wolfe followed Dun
can for second in the 100-yard
breaststroke with a time of
1:16,13.
The men’s team, after being
kept off the winner’s stand at
Davis, only allowed the Banana
Slugs to win three of the 14 swim
events.
Joe Madigan anchored the
74-point win with three firstplace finishes. He won the 200yard freestyle with a personal
best of 1:49.78. He took the 200yard backstroke with a season
best time of 1:58.82. He also
topped the competition with a
time of 2:04.58 in the 200-yard
individual medley.

11

Word Processing
TYPING TRAINING REPORTS+RESUMES
Laser Prints: PC/MAC JANET 772-5471

IN A RUSH?

Pickup&Delivery. Papers/Theses/
Resumes.DOCUMENT DOCTOR544-0214
REPORTS / RESUMES, FAST AND
ATTRACTIVE “ REASONABLE PRICES
Call Mayda © 528-1753

"SAY IT W RITP ~

A proofing, polishing, editing, &
typing service lor papers, projects,
reports. “ Call 542-9269 lor
free estimate!

Opportunities
“ MANAGEMENT POSITION FOR
MOTIVATED STUDENTS “
AVG. EARNINGS 14K - TOP 10% 28K
PT SPRING - FT SUMMER
RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE:
6-10 EMPLOYEES MKTG, SALES,
PRODUCTION. MOST POSITIONS
FILLED BY FEB 1ST - CALL NOW!
“ ‘ (800)400-9332 “ ‘

Employment
ATTENTION STUDENT WORKS PAINT
ING IS NOW HIRING BRANCH
OPERATORS FOR THE SUMMER OF 94
EARN UP TO $15000 & GET THE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE OF A LIFE
TIME! CALL 8009557557-POSITIONS
FILLING FAST THROUGHOUT CALIF

Employment

GREAT JOB!

ON CAMPUS TELEMARKETING
CALLING ALUMNI / PARENTS, EVES,
$4.25/HR + BONUSES. AVG = $6 PLUS
CALL CRAIG “ 756-6448 1-5PM

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT - Make
up to 52,000-54,000+/mo. teach
ing basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required.
For more information call:
(206)632-1246 ext. 16005

For Sale

MACINTOSH SE
Hard drive, lots of software

HP Take
DESKWRITER
both only 5800!
Gabe-541-6340
WSHR/DRYER, Apt size S75ea - Sola
& Chairs (olfc.& ami), Otiomen,
Airbed, etc. Low $$ - Call 549-0404

Mopeds & Cycles
50 CC HONDA SPREE 1985.RLACK,NEW
TIRES, NEW BATTERY. S300/OBO
CALL KRISTINE AT 546-9390

Roommates
“ • FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Share 3 bdr house ■ No smoke/pels
S300/mo - 1/3 util. “ 541-8851

Rental Housing
FFMALE ROOMATE NEEDED WDSIDEAPT
$250 OWN ROOM 714-535-/690 OR
805-544-0936 WALK TO CAMPUS

Homes for Sale
FHEF LIST ot all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE in SLO. Farrell Smyth R/E
Steve Nelson "*543-8370*”

SAVE RENT $$

While building equity. 3Hd.'1Balh
Mobile home $35000 - Call 541-3156

?

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!
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Poly loses top rebounder
just before CCAA begins
By Troy Petersen

Daily Staff Writer

The walking wounded
Mustang women’s basket
ball team (6-7) will limp
into Thursday’s California
Collegiate Athletic Associa
tion opener versus Cal
State Dominguez Hills at
5:45 p.m. in Mott Gym.
Unfortunately for the
Mustangs, junior center
Nicole Taylor, the team’s
rebounding leader, is now
part of the expanding list of
Mustangs who ride the
bench in street clothes.
Taylor tore a ligament in
her knee in the first half of
Saturday’s 71-58 Cal Poly
victory at Chapman Col
lege.
The prognosis is any
thing but promising. At the
minimum, Taylor will miss
three weeks and possibly
much longer, according to
Head Coach Jill Orrock.
Taylor will undergo a
Magnetic Resonance Imag
ing (MRI) in the next few
days to determine which
ligament was harmed and
the extent of the damage.
“We’re going to miss
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The O ld
M an a n d
Ihe Toam
By Joy Nieman

Daily Staff Writer

His teammates affectionately
nicknamed him “Chief” after
Boston Celtics veteran Robert
Palish, one of the oldest players
in the NBA. But when it comes
to basketball, 26-year-old Cal
Poly forward Leo Williams said
he’s just a kid.
Williams smiles and relaxes
on a futon in his dorm room as
he talks about his experiences. A
Michael Jordan poster and
photos of family and friends are
taped on the wall behind him.
Hanging from a shelf is a fire
helmet with “Williams” printed
on it, a remnant from his days as
a firefighter.
A piece of a basketball net in
the shape of an “L,” cut after his
junior college’s conference cham
pionship victory last year, is
pinned to the bulletin board.
This is the third year of col-

m
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having her inside,” senior
forward Kristie McCall
said. “But we’ve been deal
ing with adversity all
season.”
Orrock said she is hope
ful freshman forward Katie
Bauer and junior forward
Susanne Carey will be able
to pick up the rebound
slack.
“That responsibility is
going to fall on those laps
for sure,” Orrock said.
She added freshman
Tammy Brokaw, who
scored 14 points and
grabbed nine rebounds
Saturday, also could give
the team a lift.
“This team is continuing
to respond to the fact that
we do have injuries,” Orrock said.
Bauer, who has been
sidelined due to stress frac
tures in both legs, began
practice Monday and is ex
pected to play on Thursday.
In other injury-related
news, junior guard Shelby
Taketa — who also is suf
fering from a stress frac
ture in her leg — has been
cleared to return to prac
tice next week, according to
Orrock.

After trailing 33-30 at
half-time on Saturday, Cal
Poly roared back with a 41
point second half and
coasted to the 13 point win
— which was a second con
secutive victory.
Junior guard Christine
Rodness scored 20 points,
had seven steals and
grabbed seven rebounds in
Saturday’s win, following
her record-breaking perfor
mance of last Wednesday in
which she scored 34 points
and netted eight threepointers. Rodness leads the
team in scoring, averaging
19.8 per game and 3.0 in
steals.
Must ang sophomore
guard Kellie Hoffman
scored 19 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds
Saturday. Hoffman is
averaging 13.3 points and
5.8 rebounds per game.
McCall is averaging 10.7
points and 6.5 rebounds per
game.
Cal State Dominguez
Hills brings a 9-8 (0-1)
record into Thursday’s
matchup with the Mus
tangs. The Toros fell to Cal
Poly Pomona 66-63 in their
See INJURIES, page 1 1

Quick Roundup
Soccer player drafted by pros Poly’s Alex Crozier nam ed
Chris Corona, a senior on Cal Poly men's D ivision II coach o f the year

m m

Twenty-six-year-old junior forward Leo W illiam s' stint in
A ir Force aged him to near perfection for Cal Poly's
basketball program / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

soccer team, was recently drafted in the
fourth round by the Witchita Wings of the
National Professional Soccer League
(NPSL), a 12-team professional indoor soc
cer league.
Corona was the team captain on last
year's Mustang team that won its firstever California Collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation (CCAA) title with a 8-0-2 record in
league play. Cal Poly fell in the first round
of the playoffs to Sonoma State to finish the
year with a 13-6-2 record.
A San Jose native and former standout at
Leland High School, Corona had five goals
and five assists this year.

See WILLIAMS, page lO

Head Coach of the Cal Poly women’s soccer
team, Alex Crozier, has been named the
NSCAA/Unibro Division II Coach of the Year
for 1993.
In the two short year's since becoming a
varsity sport, Crozier led Cal Poly to an 11-62 record in 1992, and in 1993 he guided the
Mustangs to a 15-5-1 record. The fall squad
earned a trip to the NCAA Division II Cham
pionship game at Barry University in Florida.
The Mustangs defeated Sonoma State (1-0)
and Franklin Pierce College (3-2) before fall
ing to defending champion Bany University
(2-0) in the Final.
Crozier graduated from Cal Poly in 1984.

Defending national champs to face Poly’s big ‘D’
By Troy Petersen

Daily Staff W iitei

The reigning Division II men’s bas
ketball national champion Cal State
Bakersfield (14-3) will make its only
appearance of the season at Cal Poly’s
Mott Gym on Thursday night.
Cal Poly enters the game with a 7-9
record overall, 1-2 in the California
Collegiate Athletic Association, follow
ing a 71-58 loss at Cal Poly Pomona
Saturday night.
The Roadrunners enter with an impiessive history, including four con
secutive final-four appearances.
This season. Cal State Bakersfield
has won 12 of its last 13 games despite
falling to UC-Riverside 65-64 at home
last 'Fhuisday. The Roadrunners
responded with a 69-51 thrashing of
Cal State Dominguez Hills on Satur
day night.
Among its aisenal. Cal State
Bakersfield contains last year’s
CC/\A-MVP and national tournament
playoff-MW guaid Tyione Davis, as
well as two other All-Ameiican selec
tions in guard Kenny Wairen and for
ward Rolieen Oats. “You could see
them on TV in the NBA someday,”
Mustang Head Coach Steve Beason
said.
Bakersfield went undefeated (33-0)
enroute to the national title last year.

including two decisive victories over
the Mustangs.
This year, the Roadrunners have
shown some vulnerability with three
losses.
“This isn’t like last year when they
were head and shoulders above the
rest of us,” freshman guard Shanta
Cotright said.
In a Jan. 30 meeting last year at
Mott Gym, the Roadrunners jumped
out to a 29-15 lead at half-time and
after a competitive second half,
claimed a 69-53 win.
In a rematch in Bakersfield, the
Roadrunners clobbered the Mustangs
87-56 in a game Cal Poly shot only 35
percent from the floor.
Cal Poly hangs its hopes of an upset
on defensive intensity.
“Whenever we lose, that’s the one
ingredient that isn’t there,” junior for
ward Leo Williams said.
“We’re going to try to make them
turn the ball over and not allow them
to run their offense,” Williams con
tinued. “If we do the right things, then
the other team is going to do the wrong
things.”
In last Thursday’s 82-61 win over
Cal State Dominguez Hills in Mott
Gym, Cotright was “Mr. Right”. He put
on an impressive performance as he
dished nut 14 assists to go with his 18
points and seven rebounds.

The Mustangs were sparked by the
freshman’s 13 second-half points and
rolled to the 21-point victory.
Saturday’s loss was quite different
from the 'Toros’ game. 'The Mustangs
fell in their last game due in large part
to a horrendous first half which saw
the Mustangs shoot 33 percent from
the floor as opposed to 65 percent for
the Broncos, resulting in a 40-23 Cal
Poly Pomona advantage.
“Our guys just came nut flat,” 'Tuck
er said. “We can’t do that against
Bakersfield.”
“At this point in the game, we want
to play well in all these games,” he
said.
Cotright said the Mustangs are not
treating this game special. “It just hap
pens to be Bakersfield," he said.
The Mustang men’s basketball
game is scheduled to start at 8 p.m.
Thursday, as the second part of a
doubleheader. The women’s team will
play host to Cal State Dominguez Hills
at 5:45 p.m.
The Mustangs will travel to Cal
State Los Angeles Saturday for a con
test with the Golden Eagles.
As far as the importance of this
game to the Mustangs, Beason said
“it’s another conference game.”
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Freshman Damien Levesque puts a shot up in Thursday's
82-61 win over the Toros / Daily photo by Scott Robinson

